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The main reason of the change in the MWR technical condition is the oil temperature exceeding the critical value. Study
on the determination of the effect of operating conditions on
thermal operating mode MWR trucks revealed a large number
of their repairs and downtime associated with them, losses in
mining. The bulk of the failures caused by cracks and faults of
the various systems of vehicle, most of which is accounted for
by the carrier system (28%) [5]. More than one third of these
outages is caused by failures of MWR [6].
The aim of the work is to define the impact of dump
trucks loading on the thermal regime of work and the reliability of their gearboxes geared wheels. To achieve this goal it is
necessary to solve the following tasks:
-to highlight the factors influencing the thermal mode of
operation to assess MWR significance;
-to develop the regression model of oil MWR temperature
factors;
-to set idle duration dependence of dump trucks in the repairing of thermal operating mode of the MWR and, as a consequence, the degree of their downloads for their specific application and environmental conditions.

Abstract - The purpose of the work is to increase efficiency in
the use of dump trucks in open pit mining by improving operational reliability, reducing bounce rates, reducing the length of
the vehicle repairing and, as a result, the cost of the final product.
The article describes how to improve the reliability as well as
the efficiency of the use of trucks operating in open-pit mining.
The work’s result is the methodology that allows defining of the
loading reliability of all vehicles. The study is based on the data
obtained experimentally in real conditions of operating trucks.
During the processing of the experimental data, regression dependences were obtained of the oil temperature in the gears of
the motorized wheels of quarry trucks on the factors that characterize the operating conditions. Also, the degree of influence of
each of the said factors on the oil temperature was assessed. Subsequently, using the obtained dependences, the practical problem
of determining the length of vehicle repair was solved.
This work has a great scientific and practical importance because the results can determine the rational values of loading of
dump trucks used in open pit mining, measuring the operating
conditions.
Keywords - open-pit vehicle, motor-wheel reducer, oil temperature, reliability, vehicle loading.

II.OBJECT OF STUDY

I. INTRODUCTION
The most common vehicles used in open-pit mining are
vehicles with 130-220 tons capacity, mainly Belaz. [1].
The analysis shows that the intensity of decrease of the
technical availability of quarry trucks is 1.8-3% per year [2].
Working conditions of vehicles that have had a negative
impact on the efficiency, reliability and, as a result, the cost of
the final product, impose higher requirements to the oil and
lubricant materials to be used in operation. Properties of such
materials change more intensely than the parameters of the
technical condition of the elements of the car, and serve as an
indicator of the condition of the components and units.
The cause of oil temperature rise in the quarry truck motorized-wheels reducer (MWR) is the deterioration of its technical condition [3]. The thermal behavior of MWR is interrelated with parameters of its state varying from the nominal to
the limit ones. Changing the technical condition of MWR and
other units of the quarry vehicle depends on the modes of their
operation characterized by service conditions [4].
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The object of study is the temperature regime of MWR of
dump trucks, as well as the nature of its impact on the technical condition and operational efficiency of quarry dump
trucks.
The scientific novelty of this work is:
-in determining the effect of oil temperature of MWR performance indicators, the main of which is the utilization of
tonnage;
-development of a regression model to determine the impact of major performance indicators at temperature MWR;
-in establishing reliability of reducer dependency and oil
temperature of utilization.
In the work, the methods of statistical data processing, regression models designing, analysis and synthesis, mathematical modelling and programming were used.
The main works in the field of improving the reliability
and efficiency of vehicles are written by the scientists: M. Vasilyev [7], A. Kuleshov [8], M. Potapov, V. Smirnov [9]. The
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studiesare given by A. Vernatckiy, E. Pochetny, A. Rakitskiy
and A. Kazarez [10]. One of the leading specialists in the field
of reliability and quality of mining machines G. Solod [11]
suggested the technique of out-of expert quality assessment of
mining machines.
The author of work [12] notes that the experience of the
operation of car transmissions shows that their performance
greatly depends on the thermal state of the units, which operate in a wide range of temperatures. Despite the good conditions of their cooling systems, there are cases when the oil
temperature exceeds 120°C and even 170°C.
Studies show that decreasing the reliability of mining
equipment units with a closed lubrication system is due to
deterioration of units, the qualitative change of the working oil
properties [13].
Working oil carries comprehensive information that enables you not only to diagnose and predict the technical condition of the object, but also describe the various processes, giving the opportunity to identify the causes of reduced reliability
and evaluate them quantitatively [14].
Also it was [13] found out that the technical condition of
the gearboxes is objective to assess the working oil temperature, critical which is 120° C.
It should be noticed that no works dedicated to the development of the model determine the rational utilization of tonnage, taking into account temperature mode MWR trucks.
Therefore, the development of this model is a challenge. The
need to develop models caused by increasingly complex mining and geological conditions of the digger-car systems work,
which affects the thermal state of the MWR trucks.

The second method is recorded directly to the gearbox casing temperature by means of an infrared device-infrared non
pyrometer Center 350.
It was studied that the temperature difference between oil
and shell MWR temperature and when measured between the
two appliances amounted to 16° C. To eliminate any additional downtime for dump trucks, temperature measurements were
conducted in the second way, then add this value to the results.
At the initial stage of the observations there were measurements of oil temperature in both units. It was found that these
values are practically identical, further measurements were
carried out only with the right gear.
The studies were conducted once and had the goal to optimize maintenance intervals and regulated repair trucks.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As already mentioned above, low oil MWR (tm) is the
most informative indicator of its technical condition. In the
event of overheating, the oil loses its properties, and an increased wear of the mating surfaces and parts takes place. Under thermal refers to changing the oil MWR temperature in the
various conditions of use of trucks.
Despite the cooling, the maximum, and often the average
oil temperature values in MWR exceed critical value of
120°C. The maximum value of the oil temperature in the
MWR recorded in summer time (at an ambient temperature of
about 300c) at the level of 161° C(BELAZ-75302) [15]. In
such temperatures viscosity and other properties of the oils
become worse, deteriorating working conditions for all elements. As well as the reliability of all components and units
greatly depends on the thermal regime of work, foresight and
maintaining oil temperature permitted limits is an urgent task
that will maintain in technically serviceable condition.
To assess the importance of the studied parameters calculated correlation coefficients characterizing the degree of influence on the temperature of the oil in the gearboxes. The
values of the coefficients are defined for the most common
models of trucks and for generalized coupled "All Belaz».
Analysis of the obtained values (fig. 1) shows that the
closest relationship has been observed between oil temperature
and ambient air temperature IMC, as well as between oil temperature MWR and utilization of capacity. Thus, the greatest
influence on temperature change of oil in the gearboxes motor-wheels trucks have these two, the above indicators [16].
There is a possibility to change only one of the two factors
(utilization), because the potential impact on the ambient air
temperature is not present, the day-to-day management of this
indicator will allow for all operating conditions to develop
such recommendations, in which the resource is to be maximised. MWR, however, neglect the rest considered indicators, as
they also affect oil temperature MWR. Therefore, the most
reliable will review the impact of the totality of the indicators,
which necessitates the establishment of regression model.

III. METHODS
When evaluating the thermal operating mode of MWR as
major influencing factors, the following indicators: the utilization rate (γgr), which characterizes the loading of vehicles; the
distance of transportation of cargo (Leg); inclination (i); ambient temperature (tov).
Experimental research on determination of the effect of
operating conditions on the thermal regime of the gearboxes
motor-wheels trucks was carried out in the context of OJSC
«Taldinskij» branch of the colliery company “Kuzbassrazrezugol”. For the objectivity and accuracy of the data, 2-yearsstudies were conducted giving an opportunity to evaluate the
testimony during different seasons.
For experimental studies measuring instruments have been
used. The temperature was estimated in two ways and MWR
with two devices with a high enough accuracy and low error:
the first method is to record oil temperature of MWR through
the filler cap using a digital device-digital multimeter CMM40.
After stopping the truck and unloading operations, special
sensors measured oil temperature. This method was more labor intensive and required additional time to measure the oil
temperature.
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equation used the method of least square spacecraft, searched
for a solution and solved the system of normal equations.
To describe the dependency of the exponential function is
selected:

0,774

𝑦 = а1 ∙ еа2 ∙х

0,6
0,433
0,3

To determine the coefficients a1 and a2 exponential correlation equations system of normal equations is as follows:

0,162
0,068

{
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tov γgr

∑ 𝑙𝑛𝑦 = 𝑛 ∙ 𝑙𝑛𝑎1 + 𝑎2 ∙ ∑ 𝑥 ,
∑ 𝑥 𝑙𝑛𝑦 = 𝑙𝑛𝑎1 ∙ ∑ 𝑥 + 𝑎2 ∙ ∑ 𝑥 2

wheren is the number of measurements.
As a result, it was determined that the downtime of the vehicle repair (Drep ) due to the refusal of gearboxes is determined by the formula:

Fig. 1. The value of the correlation coefficient (Kkor) to select
"All Belaz»

𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑝 = 0,0093 ∙ 𝑒 0,0555∙𝑡𝑚 .

To improve the accuracy of the calculations of coefficients
of correlation were carried out identification method of least
squares for all car groups: BELAZ-75131-75302-75306 and
All Belaz».
The calculations and data processing were obtained to determine the empirical work on oil temperature when operating
vehicles in MWR various conditions shown in the table.

Thus, the goals of this work are achieved. Namely, the interrelation between loading and thermal regime were the career of its gearboxes geared wheels. As well as, determined the
dependence of duration of idle trucks in disrepair, due to fault
in gearboxes, from utilization of capacity.
V. CONCLUSION

TABLE-regression equations for samples of dump trucks
BELAZ in groups
Sample
group
BELAZ75131
BELAZ75302
BELAZ75306
«All
BELAZ »

Using the regression equation and, as an example, calculated for specific operating conditions in the open-pit
“Taldinsky”, which showed that while lowering the oil temperature from the critical value at 25%, the number of gearbox
failures is reduced by more than 20%, while increasing the
maximum observed value (161°)-increases 9 times.
Thus, using this method for determining rational work
load, taking into account the thermal mode of operation of
gearboxes geared wheels, it is possible to define the modes of
operation of heavy trucks, in which maximum reliability and
long service life. However, if you change at least one of the
conditions for exploitation of results have to recalculate that
considerably cumbersome, given the number of formulas in
the methodology. Therefore, it is advisable to develop a simulation model that will allow to identify quickly the rational
utilization of carrying capacity value in different conditions.

The obtained regression equation
𝑡𝑚 = 51,74+35,9 ∙ γгр + 0,77 ∙ 𝑡ос + 1,03 ∙ 𝐿ег
+ 1,95 ∙ 𝑖
𝑡𝑚 = 89,77+27,07 ∙ γгр + 0,92 ∙ 𝑡ос + 1,38 ∙ 𝐿ег
+ 1,73 ∙ 𝑖
𝑡𝑚 = 70,72+22,99 ∙ γгр + 0,94 ∙ 𝑡ос + 1,12 ∙ 𝐿ег
+ 1,28 ∙ 𝑖
𝑡𝑚 = 70,83+27,09 ∙ γгр + 1,04 ∙ 𝑡ос + 0,38 ∙ 𝐿ег
+ 1,43 ∙ 𝑖

To determine the error of the regression equations used the
Fisher criterion. Analysis of calculations showed: 0.95 probability it can be argued that engagements are statistically significant regression [17].
As demonstrated by the analysis of dependencies, regression equation for «All BELAZ » has little error compared to
the other three equations, so for further calculations use the
general formula, which describes the thermal operating mode
MWR for all car brands particularly heavy-duty [18]:
𝑡𝑚 = 70,83+27,09 ∙ γ𝑔𝑟 + 1,04 ∙ 𝑡𝑜𝑣 + 0,38 ∙ 𝐿𝑒𝑔 + 1,43 ∙ 𝑖

The next step in determining the dependencies of the car
stopping in a State of disrepair (Drep ) from the utilization of
tonnage is the definition of functions such as: Drep = f(t m ) .
Thanks to the use of oil as a parameter to determine the
thermal regime MWR career cars, you can solve such tasks as:
- reduce downtime due to failure of the MWR;
- reduced costs for current repair MWR;
- reduction of days of downtime in repair.
To determine the numerical values of the parameters of the
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